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rather nice looking and seemed quiet and modest. She had a pretty
bridesmaid and they were both nicely prettily dressed in lilac and
white. After the ceremony I saw the stout dwarf Anne Beavan
pinning on bright nosegays.
Friday, 7 July
As I was sitting in my room reading this afternoon with the tabby
cat Toby sitting in the back of the easy chair just above my shoulder
and her white tortoiseshell kitten sitting at my feet, who should
walk in but Teddy Bevan. He had come over on his donkey with
a note from Mrs. Bevan and was enchanted with my cats and our
happy family appearance.
I went up the Bird's Nest dingle railing at Bowen's and old
Meredith's and Richard Jones' and then across the wern to Cross
Foot where Mrs.Watkins told me the scandal about the daughter of
Shene of the Lane Farm and the child found dead in the water closet
at the Three Cocks Station.
Sunday, 9 July
April Storms. Shower and shine chasing each other swiftly.
The little clerk coming down the road in his mackintosh cape to
chime the bells at 9 o'clock. The galloping and pattering up and
down the passage. The old cat bringing in a young blackbird dead
for the kitten. The red roses in the garden bright against the sunny
light blue mountains. Mr. Venables preached morning and evening
and I was glad to go to Bettws.
It was sultry hot climbing the hill though there was the blowing
of a wind from the west. In the Chapel field the tall brown and
purple grasses were all in billows hike the sea, as the wind coursed
over the hill driving one billow after another, sheen and dusk, up
against the Chapel wall. And the Chapel in the grass looked like a
house founded upon a rock in the midst of a billowy sea.
How quiet and sunny and lovely the village was this evening as
I went to the Vicarage to dinner. There was not a person in the
roads or moving anywhere. The only living creature I saw was a
dog. An intense feeling and perception of the extraordinary beauty
of the place grew upon me in the silence as I passed through the still
sunny churchyard and saw the mountains through the trees rising
over the school, and looked back at the church and the churchyard

